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Institutional Best Practice: 01 

TITLE: Swach Bharat Abhiyan Summer Internships: Awareness of spirit of SBA        

among 20 villages.  

 

Context: Government of India pledged to clean the nation under the SWACH 

BHARAT ABHIYAN. The institute has put heuristic efforts to execute and 

internalize the core spirit of this Government sponsored mission. As far as locality 

of the institute is concerned, it was identified to spread awareness in surrounding 

villages of institute for sanitation and cleanliness under the national mission, 

college adopted 20 villages    for this pupose. The key factor of this awareness 

drive is maintain hygiene, construction and utilization of toilets, household waste 

management, cleanliness of drainage system.   

 

Objective:  

❖ The key objective behind this awareness drive is to strengthen the Swacah 

Bharat Abhiyan on the ground level and enlighten the rural intellectual. 

❖ To aware the rural people about the basic hygiene measurement and 

safety concerns.  

❖ To spread awareness among the villager’s prevention of infectious and 

contagious diseases. 

❖  To inculcate the individual’s responsibility to keep neat and clean their 

surroundings. 

❖ To promote appropriate utilization and recycling wastage of households. 

 

 Practice: Execution of this awareness drive was really challenging to deliver and 

manipulate the desired objectives into the mind of the rural individuals. The 

institute has identified and selected those concerned villages which actually 

unaware about basic healthy living style. Total 100 volunteers have been selected 

under the supervision of five teachers. Each village has been facilitated by the 

five volunteers according to their locality. At the very beginning, huge hoardings 



boarded on the public places i.e. Panchayat Offices, Choupals. In the first phase 

meetings with the Sarpanchs’s and prominent personalities of the villages to 

divert their positive intension towards this internship. They amplify the 

announcements in the villages so that people can come forward to listen and do 

not hesitate to share views with the volunteers. In the second phase volunteers 

get loaded with graphic based content, projectors to display documentaries, 

hoardings, flyers etc. Volunteers and teachers itself to initiative to clean their 

surroundings to eliminate their hesitation to took participation. In the end of the 

Internship the volunteers got success to enlighten the spirit of Sawach Bharat 

Abhiyan.  

 

Impact of Practice: Great transformations in the mind of the rural individuals has 

been observed. People starts to change their daily routines and mandate to 

follow up the basic required precautions to prevent the diseases. The head of the 

Institute instructs the volunteers to reevaluate the impact of the awareness drive 

after the gap of one month. The outcome of the drive was outstanding and 

remarkable. Rural individuals become habitual of healthy lifestyle. 

 

Resources Required: 

❖ Vehicles to visit the villages. 

❖ ICT based devices to make the drive more interactive. 

❖ Flexes, Pamphlets, Flyers, hoardings 
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Institutional Best Practice: 02 

 

TITLE: Yuvak Mela (Youth Festival): Youth Festival organized with the 

collaboration of Directorate of Youth Services of Punjab (Barnala).   

 

Context: The institute has distinction in the cultural activities, Guru Gobind Singh 

college, Sanghera has been recognized as the nursery of the Bhangra (Folk Dance 

of Punjab). To promote the same context institute took vital step to organize 

“Two Days Mega Cultural Event”, which accelerate the competitive and cultural 

promotion spirit among the students. This event was steered by the staff 

members in such an excellent and efficient way. Extra-curricular activities always 

promoted and organized by the college to offer opportunities to students to 

grasp all traits to develop national character.              

 

Objective:  

❖ To promote the Punjabi folk culture and fine arts.  

❖ To excel the interest and aware towards the folk culture among the 

modern generation. 

❖ To organize the exhibition to introduces the cultural extinct folk items of 

Punjabi culture. 

 

Practice: The institute constituted the steering committee with collaboration of 

the staff of Directorate of Youth Services of Punjab (Barnala) to achieve the 

desired outcomes of this mega cultural event. The event inaugurated by the 

Additional Chief Secretary Youth Services Mr. Sanjay Kumar (I.A.S). All the 

Colleges,Schools and Cultural Clubs were openly invited to participate in the this 

event. The competition of the following folk items on Dated:22/03/2019 and 

23/03/2019 respectively as following: 

Day One: 

1.Giddha 2. Lok Geet  3.Speech 4. Kavishri 5. Traditional Dressing.      

Day Two: 

1.Bhangra 2. Folk Instruments 3. Vaar Gyain 4. Mono Acting 5. Traditional Folk 

Fine Arts.       



 

The winners of respective items promoted to took participate in the State Level 

Youth Festival organized by the Department of the Youth Services Punjab. 

  

Impact of Practice: The local community participate in the two days cultural and 

exhibition as an audience. The exhibition of Folk Fine Art Items most liked and 

rushed by the visitors, organizers and participants. Thus, exhibition enlighten the 

fine arts culture items that are on the edge of extinction in the local community, 

to preserve them for next modern generations. The students of the college learn 

about their folk dances and participants earn positions as well as confidence.   

 

Resources Required: 

❖ Constituted Registration and Help Desk. 

❖ Refreshment for Teachers and Guests sponsored by Dept. of Youth 

Services Punjab 

❖ Tentative Infrastructure for stage, audience and parking sponsored by 

Institute.   
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